FINISHES THAT MAKE SENSE
Fabric, Laminate & Paint Pairings

Palette 1

Panel fabric: AIS | Cape Cod | Harwich

Laminate: True White

Paint: Dark Tone

Seat back mesh: Upton Stow | Stripe Mesh | Grey-Black

Seat upholstery: Guilford | Open House | Green Apple

Palette 2

Panel fabric: AIS | Cape Cod | Harwich

Laminate: Summer Drops

Paint: Satin White

Seat back mesh: Devens | Solid Mesh | Grey

Seat upholstery: Camira | Blazer | Silcoates

Palette 3

Panel fabric: AIS | Cape Cod | Chatham

Laminate: True White

Paint: Black

Seat back mesh: Natick/Bolton | Solid Mesh | Blue

Seat upholstery: Guilford | Open House | Cobalt

Noteworthy:
1. The colors on this card are digital representations. Please refer to an actual sample before finalizing your finish selections for orders.
2. AIS Grade A laminates come with matching edge banding. However, if your laminate is not a grade A, the edge-banding will not match. Please work to specify a contrasting or different edge banding. (Minimum qts required for custom edge-banding. Please see Customer Service.)
3. AIS can support many COMs. Please be sure to work with Customer Service should you wish to explore this option.
4. Please reference the AIS pricelist or libraries to fully understand specification rules for colors/materials/finishes.
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Palette 4
- Laminate: Recon Oak
- Paint: Black
- Seat back mesh: Devens | Solid Mesh | Grey
- Seat upholstery: Camira | Blazer | Silverdale
- Panel fabric: Guilford | Tweed | Bleach White

Palette 5
- Laminate: Chalk
- Paint: Chalk
- Seat back mesh: Natick | Bolton | Graduated Mesh | Orange
- Seat upholstery: Camira | Blazer | Plymouth
- Panel fabric: Guilford | Tweed | Concrete

Palette 6
- Laminate: Absolute | Acajou
- Paint: Light Silver Smooth
- Seat back mesh: Natick | Bolton | Graduated Mesh | Red
- Seat upholstery: Alta | Frock | Tuck
- Panel fabric: Guilford | Sprite | Snow
- Accent Panel Fabric: Guilford | Anchorage | Geranium
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Noteworthy:

1. The colors on this card are digital representations. Please refer to an actual sample before finalizing your finish selections for orders.
2. AIS Grade A laminates come with matching edge banding. However, if your laminate is not a grade A, the edge-banding will not match. Please work to specify a contrasting or different edge banding. (Minimum qts required for custom edge-banding. Please see Customer Service.)
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Palette 7

Laminate: True White
Panel fabric: Guilford | Sprite | Sky
Paint: Medium Tone
Seat back mesh: Natick/Bolton | Graduated Mesh | Blue
Seat upholstery: Mayer | Fedora | Mink

Palette 8

Laminate: Dark Rum Cherry
Panel fabric: AIS | Engage | Rain Cloud
Glass: Berman Aqui
Panel trim: Grey Value 1
Seat back mesh: Natick/Bolton | Solid Mesh | Grey
Seat upholstery: Guilford | Open House | Quarry Blue

Palette 9

Laminate: True White
Panel fabric: Guilford | Tweed | Stainless
Paint: Dark Tone
Seat back mesh: Natick/Bolton | Solid Mesh | Black
Seat upholstery: Guilford | Aquatint | Dragon
Noteworthy:

1. The colors on this card are digital representations. Please refer to an actual sample before finalizing your finish selections for orders.
2. AIS Grade A laminates come with matching edge banding. However, if your laminate is not a grade A, the edge-banding will not match. Please work to specify a contrasting or different edge banding. (Minimum qts required for custom edge-banding. Please see Customer Service.)
3. AIS can support many COMs. Please be sure to work with Customer Service should you wish to explore this option.
4. Please reference the AIS pricelist or libraries to fully understand specification rules for colors/materials/finishes.
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Palette 13
- Laminate: Aimtoo Savatre
- Panel fabric: Guilford | Sprite | Powder
- Panel trim: Champagne Metallic
- Seat back mesh: Natick/Bolton | Solid Mesh | Grey
- Seat upholstery: Camira | Blazer | Silverdale

Palette 14
- Laminate: Leave Likatre
- Panel fabric: Guilford | Sprite | Snow
- Panel trim: Satin White
- Seat back mesh: Devens | Solid Mesh | Graphite
- Seat upholstery: Guilford | Ticker | Carribean

Palette 15
- Laminate: Trytoo Savatre
- Panel fabric: Guilford | Tweed | Bleach White
- Panel accent fabric: Guilford | Anchorage | Waterfall
- Panel trim: Satin White
- Seat back mesh: Devens | Solid Mesh | Black
- Seat upholstery: Guilford | Timeless | Licorice
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Noteworthy:
1. The colors on this card are digital representations. Please refer to an actual sample before finalizing your finish selections for orders.
2. AIS Grade A laminates come with matching edge banding. However, if your laminate is not a grade A, the edge-banding will not match. Please work to specify a contrasting or different edge banding. (Minimum qtys required for custom edge-banding. Please see Customer Service.)
3. AIS can support many COMs. Please be sure to work with Customer Service should you wish to explore this option.
4. Please reference the AIS pricelist or libraries to fully understand specification rules for colors/materials/finishes.

Palette 16


Palette 17

| Laminate: True White | Panel trim: Satin White | Pierce poly: Surf |

Palette 18


Panel fabric: AIS | Cape Cod | Harwich | Accent panel fabric: Guilford | Sprite | Powder |
FINISHES THAT MAKE SENSE
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**Palette 19**
- Laminate: True White
- Panel trim: Grey Value 1
- Panel fabric: Guilford | Streetwise | News Stand
- Seat upholstery: Guilford | Beehave | Pine
- Seat back mesh: Natick | Bolton | Solid Mesh | Black

**Palette 20**
- Laminate: Storm
- Panel trim: Satin White
- Panel fabric: AIS | Engage | Rain Cloud
- Seat upholstery: Guilford | Beehave | Clementine
- Seat back mesh: Upton | Stow | Stripe Mesh | Orange-Black

**Palette 21**
- Laminate: Chalk
- Panel trim: Champagne Metallic
- Panel fabric: Guilford | Tweed | Twinkle
- Seat upholstery: Camira | Blazer | Silcoates
- Seat back mesh: Devens | Solid Mesh | Graphite

**Noteworthy:**
1. The colors on this card are digital representations. Please refer to an actual sample before finalizing your finish selections for orders.
2. AIS Grade A laminates come with matching edge banding. However, if your laminate is not a grade A, the edge-banding will not match. Please work to specify a contrasting or different edge banding. (Minimum qts required for custom edge-banding. Please see Customer Service.)
3. AIS can support many COMs. Please be sure to work with Customer Service should you wish to explore this option.
4. Please reference the AIS pricelist or libraries to fully understand specification rules for colors/materials/finishes.
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Palette 22
Panel fabric: Guilford | Sprite | Snow
Panel trim: Grey Value 1
Laminate top: Black
Laminate edge: Leave Likatre
Seat back mesh: Natick/Bolton | Graduated Mesh | Black
Seat upholstery: Guilford | Aquatint | Strobe

Palette 23
Panel fabric: AIS | Cape Cod | Harwich
Panel trim: Satin White
Laminate: Storm
Seat back mesh: Devens | Solid Mesh | Graphite
Seat upholstery: Guilford | Beehave | Plum

Palette 24
Panel fabric: Guilford | Streetwise | News Stand
Panel trim: Grey Value 1
Laminate: True White
Seat back mesh: Natick/Bolton | Solid Mesh | Black
Seat upholstery: alta | Frock | Firewheel
**FINISHES THAT MAKE SENSE**

Fabric, Laminate & Paint Pairings

### Palette 25

Panel fabric: Guilford | Streetwise | Pigeon

Accent panel fabric: Guilford | Anchorage | Sunshine

Panel trim: Metallic Silver

Laminate top: Chalk

Seat back mesh: Upton/ Stow | Stripe Mesh | Grey-Black

Seat upholstery: Guilford | BeeHave | Lemon

---

**Noteworthy:**

1. The colors on this card are digital representations. Please refer to an actual sample before finalizing your finish selections for orders.

2. AIS Grade A laminates come with matching edge banding. However, if your laminate is not a grade A, the edge-banding will not match. Please work to specify a contrasting or different edge banding. (Minimum qtys required for custom edge-banding. Please see Customer Service.)

3. AIS can support many COMs. Please be sure to work with Customer Service should you wish to explore this option.

4. Please reference the AIS pricelist or libraries to fully understand specification rules for colors/materials/finishes.
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